Evan Hahn (he/him)

I work for **Digital Democracy**, building an app called **Mapeo**. It is made for Indigenous communities to map and protect their land.

I got really into the **PNG** file format awhile back…please talk to me about it.

I used to hold the **speedrun record for a Tony Hawk game**, but I was recently beaten.
Mapeo helps **Indigenous communities map and protect their land.**

The app **doesn't require any internet access** but can sync with nearby users to build a collaborative map.

We have a **large partnerships team** (bigger than the tech team!) that works with Indigenous people, mostly in South America.
"Practical learnings from a DWeb novice"

About
This talk discusses the DWeb space from the perspective of a relative newbie. I've only been working in it professionally for 7 months, and I hope that I can offer a unique perspective on the practical challenges presented by my work.

Format
Lightning talk (7:00 + 2 min Q & A)

Support you need
Would love feedback from people more enmeshed in the DWeb community.
Hopes and dreams

Meet other people in the DWeb space (I'm new!)

Learn about interesting DWeb and DWeb-adjacent topics, especially in the nonprofit or co-op spaces

Offer knowledge about practical deployment of an offline app
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